Abstract
Computer experiments, as an important branch in the uncertainty quantification (UQ) area, have become increasingly popular in all kinds of engineering and scientific fields. In this talk, some new developments in both experimental design and modeling for computer experiments are introduced. On experimental design, two methods are introduced. First, a coordinate-exchange based optimal design method is developed to handle the experiments with complicated constraints, which have become common nowadays, especially in computer experiments. Different design criteria are considered, including D-, linear, and $\phi_p$ space filling optimality. Then a column-wise construction method is briefly introduced for uniform design, another popular space filling design criterion. To analyze computer experiment outputs, several new modeling approaches are developed as alternatives of the Gaussian Process model. The advantages and disadvantages of these methods are discussed and compared. At last, a project on optimal placement of the wind turbines for wind farm is discussed. In this project, computer simulation, meta-modeling, and constrained design of experiments are all integrated.
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